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We Want to 
Partner with You!

An Overview of the Enhanced Listing 
Program for Home Healthcare Agencies
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Welcome to Our Webinar

This presentation will be shared 
within a few business days. 

Please ask questions –
we’ll have Q&A at the end.

Type your question here…
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Today’s Presenter: Peter Droubay 

Peter Droubay

• Renowned corporate trainer

• Helped build The Senior’s Choice 
and Hallmark Homecare

• Joined Caring in April 2017 

• Led Caring’s hiring and training of 
Family Advisors; now leads 
Directory Sales
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What We’ll Cover Today

• State of the Industry

• Enhancing Your Online Profile 

• Why Online Reviews Matter for Home Health and 
Skilled Nursing Services

• Caring’s Offering for Home Health & The Value of 
Partnership

• Q&A



2021The State of the Industry 
A Shift in Where Clients Come From
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● There are increasing options for care; more 
specialization and competition.

● Traditional referral sources are tougher to establish 
and rely on:
○ Case managers, social workers, discharge planners and 

others are increasingly busy
○ Hospitals and healthcare corporations are increasingly 

integrated vertically, and refer most patients to their own 
agencies

○ COVID 19 has further interrupted access to referral sources

The Changing Times for Home Health Care
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● But consumers and their families are increasingly 
aware of their options.

● There’s more fear amongst seniors and their families 
due to the recent pandemic, and they’re less likely to 
simply accept the recommendations of healthcare 
professionals. 

● Younger generations and those who do not live close 
seek to help by using the Internet to explore all of the 
options.

● They “Google” all recommendations from healthcare 
professionals and they will often make changes 
based on what they find.

The Changing Times for Home Health Care
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A Shift in the Sources of Business
The Past:  Almost all Referral The Future:  More and More 

Are Going Online to Shop

In some areas, 
this still makes 
up 70% of new 
business, while 

in others it is 
now below 50% 

of our new 
business!  But it 

is dropping 
rapidly as more 
people rely on 
the Internet for 

their information.

Many are starting 
their search online. 
Others are getting 

referred by 
professionals, but 
they look up the 

recommendations 
online before 
calling.  Either 

way, your online 
marketing is 

rapidly becoming 
extremely 
important. 
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Older Adults are Active Online
Americans age 65+ with annual income 
greater than $75K:

87% are online!
– Majority use Internet daily
– 81% own smartphones
– 65% use tablets
– 57% use social networks (Facebook, Twitter)

Given the tools and a little training, seniors 
become fervent users of the Internet.

Each day, roughly 30% of the tens of thousands of people who 
call Caring.com are seniors looking for help with their own care.
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The Majority of Inquiries Come From People Like Her
• Adult child – most often a daughter

• Different from adult daughters from previous generations

• Very busy - Often still working and part of “Sandwich Generation”
• Prompted by a medical situation – Stressed, confused, pressed for time

• Very educated and independent – Mild distrust of professionals 

• Does her research before calling – Uses the Internet to save time 
• Relies heavily on consumer reviews

• Does not always trust individual websites

• Trusts impartial, third-party authorities, like Caring.com

Mary is a common Baby Boomer woman name. (Social Security Administration, Top Names of 1950s)

Get to Know “Mary”
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• If she’s looking for options, we want to help you to be seen 
by her.

• If her parent or relative has already been referred to you, we 
want to inspire confidence when she checks you out online.

Do this by:
1. Building an Enhanced Listing in the Caring.com Directory 

Under “Home Healthcare”
2. Increasing Your Number of Online Reviews and Managing 

them Effectively
3. Building a Sales System for Converting Online Leads into 

Clients (Training from Caring.com to help.)

How to Win Her Over



2021Build an Enhanced Listing 
Many will see your listing on Caring.com 

before they see your website.
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Caring.com:  The #1 Senior Care Resource Online 

Comprehensive Senior Living and Senior Care 
Coverage — 80,000+ Listings

Founded in 2007, with a Social Mission

Highly Trained, Highly Skilled Team of Family 
Advisors & Senior Care Experts 

Relevant Eldercare Information and Support 
— Across Portfolio of Websites

#1 for Senior Care Reviews: 250,000+ Published 
— Thousands Added Monthly 

Caring Directory Featured on Numerous Sites

Partnered with Thousands of Senior Care Businesses Nationwide 
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Senior Care SEO Competitive Landscape 
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Millions

SeniorHomes.com

payingforseniorcare.com
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Two Categories of Listings

Private Duty Home 
Care (Non-Medical) 

are listed under       
“In-Home Care”

Home Healthcare 
Agencies (Medical –
Medicare) are listed 
under “Home Health 

Agencies”

Different descriptions 
and features.
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A Few Quick Searches for Home Healthcare:

A sample of cities this morning:  In every city run, Caring.com was #1:
San Diego Philadelphia

Denver

Dallas
Jacksonville
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Our Directory is similar 
in some ways to the 

old yellow pages:
We try to list everyone.

You probably already 
have a basic listing in 

our directory.

Basic listings rank lower 
than enhanced listings.

Basic listings are surrounded 
by ads for enhanced 

providers.

Basic listings only show 
a small amount of 

information.

Our Directory Has “Basic” and “Enhanced” Listings
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Do you stand out in 
search results?

Caring partners    
rank first.

Enhanced Listings Show You in the Best Light
If prospects click on 
your listing, will they 

quickly bounce?

Caring partners 
customize their 

listings with:

• Multiple Pictures

• Extensive Description

• Direct Phone Number 
and website address

• No Ads for Other 
Providers Around Their 
Listing
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What will be her impression of your 
agency when she sees your current 
listing in our directory?

To start, we can enhance your listing 
in our directory and make sure it 
appears under Home Healthcare.

An Important Question
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2
Add Reviews & Manage Reputation

Today’s consumers trust online reviews as 
much as personal referrals.
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8 in 10 trust online reviews as much 
as personal recommendations

Reviews Influence Search and Selection

Among U.S. adults age 55+

71% Read online reviews 
of local businesses

52% Won’t use a business 
that has fewer than 4 stars

Read an average of 7 
reviews before they can 
trust the business

Source: BrightLocal Local Consumer Review Survey 2019
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Reviews Easily Found in Online Search

Online reviews have changed 
the way people search

Consumers are looking first for reviews
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The Modern-Day Drive-By!
● People used to drive by to see if they even 

wanted to stop and look inside. 

● Now, they simply look up the reviews and the 
pictures before deciding to move forward. 

● If you aren’t getting 100% of the business you 
should, check your online reputation!

● According to Google:  90% of today’s buying 
decisions are being made before contacting 
the business.

Even If Referred, People Are Looking You Up
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Every Listing Has a “Write a Review” Button

Unlike some others, we have strict 
standards for what we will post,    
and a team that curates reviews.
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In the Caring Directory, reviews 
raise your ranking:

Ø Within “Basic” and “Enhanced” categories, 
rankings are based on reviews.

Ø You can show up above the largest 
agencies by having more, and better, 
reviews.

Ø Caring Stars badge included in search –
helping the highly-rated agencies to stand 
out even more!

Reviews Elevate You In Searches
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• Sent Instantly When Review is Published 
on Partner Listing(s)

• Convenient, automated process to request 
removal or publish a response – handled in 
highest priority queues

Not a Partner?
•Must manually monitor for new reviews on your 
listing(s)
•Must email reviews team for all contested reviews 
or responses you need published

Partners Receive Alerts
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Review Generation Support for Partners

★ Reviews Collected by Phone
Ø Consumers call toll-free number to 

give their review to a Caring 
collection agent on a recorded line

Ø Caring’s Home Health Partners 
receive “Review Us on Caring” 
handouts with the reviews line 
number – can print and distribute as 
many copies as they wish
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Reviews Lead to Caring Stars Award

In 2019-2020: Caring Stars Partners 
Averaged 2x More Inquiries & 3x More Move-Ins!

● 1st of its kind in the senior care industry (2012)

● High bar to qualify – Caring partners dominate the list due to 
review gen services

● Generates positive content, media coverage and social 
buzz; supports recruiting and retention

● Celebrated year-round – helps prospects find best providers

Recognizes excellence based on consumer reviews

Partners.Caring.com/Reviews-Info
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Based on your current reviews, is 
Mary likely to call you, as opposed to 
your competitors?

Caring can help you to gather 
customer reviews and manage your 
online reputation.

Another Important Question
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Get Support to Convert Leads
There is a specific strategy for achieving the 

best conversion rates.

3
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Digital Marketing Academy Supports Partners

Partner Blog Online Training 
Course

Sales & Marketing 
Webinars

● 1-2 per month – free but 
space limited

● Guest speakers, Caring 
experts, success stories

● Covers senior care sales 
and marketing topics

● Includes Reviews 
resources

● 10-module course on how 
to convert online leads 
into clients

● Available for all staff at 
partner agencies
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1. Enhanced Listings on Caring.com to Bring more Traffic

2. Reviews and Online Reputation Management 

3. Training and Support for Converting Online Leads into Clients

Summary:  Enhanced Partner Subscription
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What is It Worth?
A breakdown of value and costs.
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Consider the Potential ROI

What is the Value of Each New Client?

● What is your average lifetime 
value for a new client?

● How much are you willing to pay 
for each new client?

● What if your listing brought you 
one new client each month?  
What would the listing be worth?
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Our Offer:

For the Entire Package:
● We’ll discount the monthly 

subscription fee per location 
to $100.00 for the next year.

OR
● Save a couple hundred 

dollars by prepaying the 
next year for just $1,000.00!

855-590-8989
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vel lobortis 
vituperata ex, cu qui debet iriure 
evertitur. Wisi bonorum recusabo duo id, 
suas tantas inimicus ius ut, in ceteros 
salutatus nam. Brute prompta his eu. Vel 
no utamur torquatos, no harum simul 
sed.

Subheader Placeholder Text
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Proprietary & 
Confidential

Our Promise
We Will Commit Fully to Our Partnership 
With Your Home Healthcare Agency and 

Will Build Mutual Success Together
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Q & A
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Key Takeaways

Caring offers 
listings for both 

Private Duty Home 
Care and Home 

Healthcare 
Agencies —
helping you 

optimize digital 
marketing.

Online reviews can 
help you attract and 

convert new 
customers — they 

are very influential in 
search and selection 

nowadays.

Your profile(s) in 
directories easily 
found by a high 

volume of 
consumers 

searching online 
can be more 

important than your 
own website!

There’s been a shift 
in how consumers 

find your Home 
Healthcare Agency 

— how you’re 
represented online 

can determine 
success.
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Thank You!

We Welcome Your Feedback and Suggestions

sales_homecare@
caring.com

More Resources on Our Industry Blog:

http://partners.caring.com

@CaringInsights(855) 590-8989 company/caring-com


